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Temperature extremes highlight climate change trend

By Chrissie Thompson
Editor in Chief
Four days of record high
temperatures this week
raised comments about global warming, but Taylor environmental science professors
say the elevated temperatures alone do not indicate
climate change.
Temperatures in early October average in the mid-to
upper-60s, but this week
broke three temperature records and tied a fourth, peaking with 90-degree days Sunday and Monday, National
Weather Service meteorologist B.J. Simpson said.

The temperatures came
from a high-pressure system
in the Midwest, with southerly winds bringing warm
and humid air from the
South, Simpson said.
A pattern shift Tuesday
brought cooler temperatures
to the area later this week, he
said, although temperatures
should return to slightly
above normal by this weekend.
The four record days this
week do not herald climate
change, said Richard Squiers, professor of earth and
environmental science.
“Weather, what we have
day to day, is not climate,”

Squiers said. “Climate is the
average of weather over relatively long periods of time
– years, decades, or even
hundreds of years.”
Still, the recent heat is part
of a group of unusually warm
years, he said, with this year
on track to be the warmest in
history:
To top off a warm summer, the National Weather
Service’s Climate Prediction
Center has forecast a winter
with
higher-than-average
temperatures.
“The fact that we’ve had
the 10 warmest years in our
history in the past 10 or 20
years – that’s a clear an indi-

cation of global warming,”
Squiers said.
And satellite tools that
measure the temperature
and the amount of carbon
dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere, as well as document
ice caps’ melting, indicate
the warmth experienced on
the Earth’s surface is part of a
larger problem, Squiers said.
The increase of energy in
the Earth’s atmosphere due
to global warming imbalances Earth’s climate system,
he said, resulting in weather
extremes – very hot or cold
temperatures,
destructive
floods or storms and long
droughts.

Home away from home school

“This (recent weather)
would be an indicator of extremes,” Squiers said. “And
a week from now, when it’s
freezing, that actually would
be the same kind of indicator.”
Squiers predicts the world
will “change dramatically”
in coming years due to global warming, and Christians’
worldview as stewards of
God’s creation should cause
them to take steps to solve
the problem, he said.
“You have to cut down
on your carbon footprint
– that is, how much carbon is
burned to sustain your lifestyle, which for most of us is

IABC gives TU a voice in
business communication
By Kim Rupp
Associate Editor
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Junior Jon Hughes, a former home school student, works on homework Wednesday night in his Third West Wengatz room.

By Carrie Bragg
Online Editor

Colleges are becoming
more home-school friendly,
and students who received
education at home may find
the transition to a university
like Taylor easier than ever.
Taylor has shifted to a
more home-school friendly

atmosphere through providing help to parents in preparing transcripts for their children’s college applications,
but the university makes no
other special considerations
for home-schoolers.
Associate Director of Admissions Ken Taylor reads
the transcripts of homeschooled students and works

with parents to ensure that
the process goes smoothly.
“Home schooling has
made so many strides that
most parents know how to
put together a transcript that
colleges will be able to accept,” he said.
This year, 79 of the 87

See Home school, Page 2.

Hear more about homeschoolers at Taylor on
The Loop
10 p.m. Tuesday
One of WTUR 89.7FM’s 10
radio programs.
WTUR 89.7FM
Access it on the network:
portal.taylor.edu/
wtur/stream

a lot,” he said.
To counteract their carbon footprint, Squiers said,
people can plant trees, which
take carbon out of the atmosphere. He also advocated
driving and flying less and
reducing electric power usage.
But even those steps probably won’t make a noticeable
difference, he said, although
that should not stop Christians from getting involved.
“Can anything an individual does stem the tide? The
answer is probably ‘no,’ ” he
said. “But we don’t ask that
when we do missions work
… It’s what’s right.”

Taylor students now have
access to leading communication professionals and
can receive practical training
for their future endeavors
through the International Association of Business Communicators.
Taylor’s chapter of IABC,
a global network of 13,500
communication professionals in 67 countries and 100
chapters, had its first meeting Monday.
The IABC offers a mentoring program, network connections and knowledgesharing resources. Students
can be paired with professionals in the field who
provide career advice, and
members can also find helpful resources on the IABC
Web site for school work and
job interviews.
“I feel passionate about
students getting plugged in
and involved and … getting
out of Upland and moving
on,” said senior Vikki Arosen,
Taylor IABC president.
Dave Strantz, a board
member of the Indianapolis
IABC professional chapter,
spoke at Monday’s event.
Strantz provided insight on
the number of jobs communication professionals can have
and explained the purpose of
IABC as a networking tool,

said Arosen.
The Indianapolis chapter
that Strantz is a member of
is acting as a mentor for the
Taylor chapter, providing
financial assistance and insight for Taylor students.
On Monday, Oct. 15 Taylor's student executive board
will travel to Cincinnati for
the IABC regional conference. The group will compete in a student competition
to create a communication
plan and campaign. A panel
of IABC members will judge
their project, and the Taylor chapter could receive an
award and accreditation,
Arosen said.
While Taylor students aim
to take advantage of IABC’s
networking opportunities,
chapter members have repurposed the IABC acronym. For
Taylor, IABC means, “intentionally acquiring business
connections,” they say.
In the future, Taylor’s IABC
chapter plans to have professionals come and share their
experiences with students,
said Dale Keller, IABC faculty facilitator and professor
of communication arts. The
group is working to get students connected with alumni
working in the field.
The IABC encourages interested students to attend
its monthly meetings at 7
p.m. every second Tuesday
in Rupp 205.

Facebook invited you to join an addiction
By MaKenzie Doepke
Staff Writer
If you have changed your
profile or “poked” someone
today, then you’re not alone:
Facebook stands as the mostvisited Web site on Taylor’s
campus, a position the site
has held since the semester
began.
The high use of Facebook
has many students and faculty concerned with “Facebook
addiction,” a term that seems
to fit many users. Because an
increasing amount of student
interaction happens online,
some worry students are
sacrificing face-to-face interaction by spending time on
the popular site.
“My biggest concern about
Facebook is, if we are spending three to four hours on it,
when are we outside throw-

News

ing the Frisbee with our
friends?” Director of Technology Services T.R. Knight
said.
Sophomore Brent Fannin
shares Knight’s concern, so
he raised a “Facebook addiction” awareness Facebook
group and challenged the
student body of Taylor to
join him in a seven-day fast
of the Web site. The fast had
38 confirmed members and
was to begin Monday, Sept.
24, and end Monday, Oct. 1.
Fannin’s tagline for the
event summarized its purpose: “Stop staring at your
screen and socialize in person!”
When he decided to fight
the effects of Facebook, Fannin found he had to look in
the mirror.
“I had to ask myself, ‘Did I
actually have a Facebook ad-

diction?’ ” he said.
The seven-day fast yielded
surprising and amusing results. The popular Web site
maintained its top spot on
Taylor’s campus throughout
the week, and campus monitoring showed no significant
changes in the usage of Facebook throughout the fast,
Knight said.
A significant change, however, occurred the night after
the organized fast ended.
Beginning Sunday evening
and continuing into early
Monday morning after the
fast, Facebook demanded
the highest amount of bandwidth it has required since
school began, peaking less
than a week before Taylor’s
bandwidth upgrade, scheduled for today.
The popular site not only
occupied the No. 1 spot on

the bandwidth chart, but aspects of Facebook individually held spots two, three,
four and five in the concluding days of the fast, Knight
said.
While Knight does not
advocate total abstention
from Facebook, he did warn
against overuse.
“Facebook is not negative,”
he said. “Excessive Facebook
is bad.”
And at a campus where
“community” receives so
much attention, students,
faculty and staff continue to
deliberate how much Facebook is too much.
“As a whole, we are people who choose to live and to
covenant together, resolving
to wade into the messiness
and capture the joy of real relationships,” the Taylor Web
site says.
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TEC competition brings fast-paced ideas
By Andrew Neel
News Editor

For most people, seven
minutes is just enough time
to freshen up before class or
print off a last-minute homework assignment.
But Thursday night, it was
the perfect amount of time
for eight students to present
a business proposal to a panel of judges at Taylor’s Entre-

preneurship Club Business
Concept Competition.
Freshman Alicia Locher
walked away with first place
and the $70 top prize after
wowing the seven-judge
panel with her idea for a social networking site designed
to help woman find clothing
that fits.
Her business, entitled
“The Fine Line,” would allow female consumers to

enter their unique clothing
needs and match them with
people or manufacturers selling similar clothing to their
requirements.
“I’ve never done anything
like this,” Locher said. “I
didn’t know what I was getting into … but I really enjoyed it.”
The judges represented a
variety of departments on
campus and included six

professors and Student Body
President Tamara Shaya.
After the presentations, the
judges grilled the competitors with questions about the
marketability and economic
feasability of their ideas.
“We’re looking for a business idea or a concept that
has the potential to develop
into something,” said Mick
Bates, director of Innovative
Enterprise Program. “It’s just

really an opportunity for our
Taylor students to take ideas
they may have been mulling around in their head and
share them with their peers
and get some feedback on
them.”
Locher’s proposal was
chosen because of her integration of a business idea
with the popular trend of social networking sites, Bates
said.

This was the second year
for the competition, which
serves as a warm-up for the
full-scale business proposal
event in the spring.
“I think it really encourages originality,” TEC President
senior Amye Harvey Harvey
said. “Our generation so often just sticks to what they
know when it’s much more
productive to have innovation and creativity.”

community, but I don’t know
if that’s the product of being
home-schooled or if it is just
my personality,” she said.
Messenger said her homeschool experience throughout high school made for an
easy transition to college.
“I’d taken some homeschooling group courses that
were in a classroom setting
and some college courses, so
it wasn’t a problem for me,”
she said.

Enrolling in a few daytime
college-level courses prior
to attending a university is
something that Taylor said
he strongly recommends to
parents.
“It’s cultural shock to go
from a home-school setting
to a three-hour night class at
a university – that’s hard for
anyone,” he said. “It’s good
for students to get used to
day classes in a normal college setting.”

Gerig Hall Director Elizabeth Davies recently sent
a questionnaire to homeschool Taylor students concerning their transition.
Most of the students had
been in a classroom setting
at some point in their homeschooling experience and
found their transition to be
a smooth one and like that
of other incoming freshmen,
she said.
The admissions process

for home-schooled students
is also similar to that of other
students, Ken Taylor said.
“Home-schooled students
go through the same interview process, and they are
going to be interviewed by
any of the admissions counselors,” he said.
“What you will find is that
in some schools, they will
have special requirements
that have to be met by homeschooled students, but we
don’t discriminate against
students who were homeschooled, so we’re not going
to set up unique standards.”
Junior Jon Hughes favors
this attitude.
Hughes came to Taylor
from Arizona and says the
biggest transition for him
wasn’t going from a homeschool setting to a university.
“It was more the transition of living in the middle
of cornfields that took me
by storm,” he said. “All in
all, I felt just like anyone else
when I came to Taylor.”
Hughes is a member of the
Taylor men’s soccer team. In
high school, he played for a
local high school.
In most states, homeschooled students are allowed to participate in any
extracurricular activity at a
local high school, “because,
well, my parents pay taxes
too just like anyone else,”
Hughes said.
And while Taylor is considered home-school friendly, the admissions office
does not specifically seek out
students who were homeschooled.
“We’re trying to find the
most qualified applicants,”
Ken Taylor said. “We want
home-schooled
students,
but we’re just looking for
the most academically (and)
spiritually qualified students.”
But are home-schooled
students as qualified as others to attend a university
such as Taylor?
“I’m not sure that I would
say that they are more qualified or less, but I would simply say that home-schooled
students that apply to Taylor
recognize the value of a Taylor education, and they come
highly qualified to the university,” Taylor said.
And as for the negative
stereotype that often besets
home-schooled
students,
Hughes hopes to set the record straight.
“The truth is, homeschooled students are like
any other student. We are,
contrary to popular belief,
quite normal, well-adjusted,
and sociable,” he said.
“I'm sure there are a few
home-schoolers who only
reinforce the negative stereotype, but it's simply not fair
to judge an entire group of
people based on only a small
sample.
“I've never been offended
by people's reaction to my
high school education. I just
wish people believed that
home-schoolers are normal
just like anyone else.”

Home school, from Page 1
home-schooled students who
applied to Taylor University
were accepted.
According to Taylor, 44 of
the 79 home-schooled students who were accepted
paid matriculation fees to attend the university.
In order to make the university more accessible to
home-schooled
students,
Taylor has participated in
home school college fairs
throughout the country. The

students at these fairs are
provided with a brochure
specifically designed for
home-schooled students.
Sophomore Cathryn Messenger recalls having heard
about Taylor at a local college fair. After receiving a
brochure, Messenger researched Taylor’s Web site
and proceeded to schedule a
campus visit.
“I definitely wanted a
small school with a close-knit
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Above, sophomore Paul Anderson chases down
sophomore Zach Jones before chapel on Friday as part
of Third West Wengatz's annual "Melon and Gourd"
game.
Jones, a resident of Phurst West, was recruited by
sophomore David Hausknecht to help him sneak into
chapel. Hausknecht, who hid in a trash can, arrived in
chapel without getting tagged. He recruited nine friends
and spent $100 on trash cans as part of an elaborate

scheme to avoid being tagged by his two wingmates
that were holding the melon or the gourd.
Hausknecht, who currently has a stress fracture and
had to wear a boot during the game, convinced Jones
to act like he was wearing a boot and hobble around
during Friday's grand entrance.
Anderson, seeing a masked man hopping towards
chapel, immediately chased Jones down, thinking that
it was Hausknecht. As he pulled off the ski-mask, An-

derson soon realized he had been conned, as he discovered Jones, who was not a participant in the game,
under the mask.
Anderson, along with freshman Luke Wynsma, were
stuck with the melon and gourd, respectively, at the
end of the game.
Their punishment was to eat the melon or gourd at
O-fest, Third West's annual pick-a-date Sunday afternoon.

LaTonya Taylor: a writer's journey
By Emily Moore
Contributor
LaTonya Taylor, a 2001 Taylor graduate and Wednesday's
chapel speaker. Taylor serves as
associate editor of Ignite Your
Faith, a publication of Campus
Life. At Taylor, she had a double
major in mass communication /
journalism and English-Writing with a minor in public relations. Her favorite Taylor tradition? Airband.
How did you know you
wanted to be a writer?
I decided to become a
writer because I wanted my
words to impact the world.
The things that are accomplished through communication are amazing, life changing … I’m also a very verbal
person. I just like looking at
words!
How did you come to be
where you are in your career?
To be honest with you, the
reason that I’ve been able to
be where I am started in high
school and college. I did several internships that gave me
a sense of what I wanted to
do with my career. At the
same time, they enabled me
to build a resume.

News

Christianity Today had a
one-year editorial residency
position, and at the end of
residency, there was an opening at Campus Life (now
Ignite Your Faith). I knew
that I wanted to be involved
with magazines that do good
work and magazines that affect teens. (Ignite Your Faith)
seemed a good fit because
I’m) mission-driven.
What has been your greatest experience as a writer?
On a large scale, it would
be getting the opportunity
to write a cover story for
(Christianity Today) when
I was right out of college. I
wrote a story that I am very
proud of.
On a day to day (basis)
though, I think it’s really
great to hear from readers
from Ignite Your Faith who
are able to relate to the stories that we write; that means
a lot to me.
What has been your greatest struggle in your career?
Well, I think that when
you’re an editor you don’t
do as much writing as you’d
like to. And I think that a lot
of editors that I know look
for opportunities to write, to
find those creative ways …

It’s just one of those things.
(Being an editor) is a lot
like being a midwife. It’s not
really yours, but you get to
play a part in it.
What do you enjoy the
most about writing?
I think I just really enjoy writing because … of
the writing process. I enjoy
making connections. I really
enjoy the synthesis. I did research, and that’s probably
my favorite part.
There’s always a part when
I think, “Oh, I hate this; this
is the stupidest thing I’ve
ever written,” and you get
over those moments, and it’s
largely a factor of problem
solving.
How do you incorporate
your worldview into your
writing without being overly preachy?
One of the things that I
do here at Ignite is I write a
weekly column ... I convey to
the readers what it means to
write.
And in that moment I decide that it’s really an exercise with conveying a message (of faith) in a subtle way
to a reader that doesn’t have
faith, in a way that causes the
reader that relates to you ...
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LaTonya Taylor (right) chats with Jody Fernando (left).

They’re along for the ride,
and they don’t feel like you’re
returning to them … just to
empower teens to live out
their faith by showing them
how normal (their struggles)
can be.
What was one thing you
did at Taylor University that
benefited you for looking
for a career in the journalism world?
The internships — getting
some things on your resume
that will distinguish you for
when you’re looking for positions.
I think that at Taylor you're

you’re
going to get a great liberal
arts education. I think it develops curious people, which
is good because that’s what
you need in (this career).
At the same, time you need
to make sure that you’re
thinking about what the kids
at the specialized journalism
schools are doing … being
conscious of what’s going on
at other journalism schools
... how they’re racking up internships.
Make sure that you get
clips, because (in the industry) it’s hard for an editor to
know how big of a chance
they’d be taking on you.
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English's Inferno burns down the house
BY STEVE CONN
STAFF WRITER
Earlier this semester English Hall Director Julie
Englesman asked her Personnel Assistant staff what
traditions English typically
observed. She was met with
silence.
That will never happen
again because the PA staff
of English Hall used a tried
and true formula to attract
the attention of Taylor students campus-wide and put
English Hall on the map:
They set stuff on ﬁre.
A lot of stuff.
The Mary Towering Inferno, a new tradition open to
all of campus put on by English Hall, commemorates
the original English Hall inferno.
Legend has it that in 1978,
a small ﬁre started in First
South English as a result
of the accidental “integration” of ﬂoor lamp and bedspread.

Zero people were killed,
and zero people were injured in the inferno.
The ﬁrst annual observance took place last Saturday at Taylor Lake.
It came complete with live
music, free food, a “towering” bon-ﬁre and a historic
video reenactment of questionable accuracy.
Live entertainment included “The Chariots of Fire” (a
newly formed band of Taylor students) and an amalgamation of other musical
talent.
The main attraction, however was a baton twirling
routine co-starring junior
Cortney Korshak and our
very own Mary Lou Habecker.
Habecker arrived on the
scene from a scholarship
dinner and twirled for the
ﬁrst time since her chapele
exhibition.
Her husband, President
Eugene Habecker, was in attendance.
Korshak, an English resi-

dent, followed up with a
ﬂaming baton routine that
dazzled the crowd as it deﬁed death. Korshak, known
by her twirling compatriots
as “Lil' Cog,” doesn’t believe
that twirling ﬁre is any different from a regular baton.

SBP examines Taylor's report card
BY CARRIE BRAGG
ONLINE EDITOR
Describe the Taylor University report card and
where the idea for this system originated.
(Provost Steven) Bedi actually wanted something that
would help Taylor University measure its performance,
so this year is ... the ﬁrst year
that the report card has been
out for everybody to see ...
it is describing seven critical success factors … that TU
needs to continue to improve
on to maintain an excellent
level if we are going to continue to be one of the world’s
premier Christian colleges.
Do you believe this system
of grading is an efﬁcient and
accurate one?
I do … Everything that Taylor University does can be
measured on what has happened in the past ...
all this data has been compared to … what other universities are doing so we can
have a good measurement of
where we need to improve,
where are we striving, and
... keep tabs on where Taylor
University is heading.
How do you think it could
be improved?...
I’m not sure as far as how
it could be improved, but everything is very detailed. (It)
is actually going to be updated 3 times a year ... so every
time you look at the past you
know (that) Taylor (has) either done well in this area or
needs to continue to improve
in this area.
What do you personally believe to be Taylor’s
strengths and weaknesses?
Dr. Bedi and I talked ...
about what we can improve
… and one of the main things
we’re trying to work on is
just attracting and retaining
and developing minority faculty and students …
Another thing that we
talked about was developing leadership programs
that foster the growth and
development of women …
the Center for Teaching and
Learning Excellence is going
to start more leadership programs for developing women
in those types of positions.
(Also,) some of our facilities need updated. We talked
about the science building,
the student union, and offcampus housing ...
As far as strengths … there

Features

are a lot of areas that we’ve
exceeded our immediate goal
… A couple of those areas are
distinctive students … where
we’re detaining and developing dedicated, distinct,
diverse and distinguished
students.
Our vibrant community
... is providing an enriched,
safe, attractive, distinctive
learning, living and serving community ... anybody
that has been here at Taylor
knows that we have an excellent community.
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Students enjoy Mary's Towering Inferno, hosted by English Hall last Friday by Taylor Lake.

In what ways, both positive and negative, do you
think this grading system
will affect Taylor?
I think that the grading system can only affect Taylor in
a positive way because we’re
constantly reviewing.
Three times a year we’re
making sure that we’re improving in various areas, so
we have something to measure our success by, whether
that’s with other universities
or our past, how we did the
previous year(s).

Apparently it is never the
goal of twirling to hit yourself with the end of the baton, ﬂaming or not.
Assistant Hall Director
Kerrie Schenie said she was
pleased with the turnout.
“Everyone has worked
very hard for this,” she said.
“I’m glad it’s paying off.”
Among the special guests
at the Inferno was one Taylor alumna who lived on

First South at the time of the
ﬁre.
Apparently she happened
across the “Towering Inferno” group on Facebook and
decided to attend.
One parent traveled all the
way from New Jersey to witness this hyped event.
“The blaze was visible from
Philadelphia,” she claimed.
This reporter called Philadelphia to fact check, but no

one answered.
Junior PAs Laura McGraff
and Amy “Flavor Flame”
Hickey served as emcees for
the event and “kept the ﬁre
going” (metaphorically) all
night long.
Whether this campus conﬂagration will turn into a
new staple in Taylor tradition is yet to be seen, but free
food and ﬁre will always be
a winning combination.
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Lynn Manizza
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Three Ways!
1. Join a live online chat, Tuesday, October 16,
from 7 to 9 P.M. CST at www.dts.edu/chat.
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November 2.
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'The Hunting Party' proves a worthy pursuit

Photo courtesy of thehuntingpartymovie.com

“The Hunting Party” received an R rating for strong language and some violent content. The film stars Richard Gere, Terrence Howard and Jesse Eisenberg, and is directed by Richard Shepard.

By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Don’t let the presence
of Richard “Boring Chick
Flicks” Gere fool you. “The
Hunting Party” makes for a
unique and wildly entertaining film.
Based on actual events, “The
Hunting Party” takes place in
Bosnia in 2000. Three Americans – a washed-up reporter
(Gere), a seasoned cameraman (Terrence Howard) and
a young amateur journalist
(Jesse Eisenberg) – set out on
an unsanctioned quest to find
the most wanted war criminal in Bosnia and collect the
$5 million dollar bounty on
his head.
Along the way, the trio
encounters a sympathet-

ic United Nations officer
named Boris, who assumes
the Americans are CIA officers posing as journalists.
The news of CIA operatives
in Bosnia spreads, resulting
in even greater peril for the
hunting party.
It’s a compelling story,
made even more compelling
by the fact that much of it is
true. Naturally, filmmakers
alter many of the details of
the story to make the film and
characters more interesting.
But just before the end
credits, the filmmakers go
through the characters and
events and tell the audience
exactly which events they
exaggerated and which characters actually existed. This
practice is completely new
for the film industry, and

interestingly, writers don’t
seem to have altered much
from the original story.
“The Hunting Party” relies
quite a bit on personality, and
the actors do not disappoint.
Gere makes it clear that his
brilliant performance in this
year’s “The Hoax” was not
a fluke. He is believable in a
wide range of emotions, from
heartbroken to panicked to
unjustifiably cocky.
Not to be outdone by the
lead actor from “Pretty Woman,” Terrence Howard (“Hustle & Flow,” “Crash”) gives
a similarly complex performance. He won’t win any
Oscars, but he will certainly
win favor from viewers.
Jesse Eisenberg garnered
lots of attention for his portrayal of a troubled son in

the divorce drama “The
Squid and the Whale.” It’s
refreshing to see the young
actor again, in an equally humorous, yet believable role.
Whatever sum “The Hunting
Party” earns at the box office,
it’s a sound career decision
for Eisenberg.
“The Hunting Party” makes
for the cinematic equivalent
of a theme park ride. Director Richard Shepard (“The
Matador”) frequently takes
the film from the brink of tension and suspense to outright
goofiness in mere seconds,
and it actually works.
Normally this kind of
schizophrenic
filmmaking
is disorienting, but Shepard
somehow manages to make
“The Hunting Party” flow
naturally. It’s difficult to pin-

point just what makes it work
so well. The characters are
interesting and fleshed out
enough to anchor viewers in
reality. The film is never too
chaotic to follow. It’s constantly captivating.
Still, the ending seemed a
bit forced. The pacing of the
movie is perfect until the last
20 minutes, where the plot
seems to jump ahead too
quickly. That’s not to say the
end is unsatisfying – just a bit
out of place.
The film also leaves some
loose ends untied. And while
some films effectively use
ambiguous endings, such an
interesting and focused story
as “The Hunting Party” could
have used more closure.
“The
Hunting
Party”
should be getting a lot more

buzz than it is right now. Not
many people know about it,
but it’s clearly one of the most
entertaining movies currently
in theaters. Shepard’s direction gives it a unique visual
style and heart-racing pace,
and the actors breathe life
into an extraordinary plot.
It’s a crowd-pleaser – perfect
for large groups and worthy
of the Seal of Approval.
Movie Rating: 8 out of 10

By Brian Laing
Contributor

together the money for the
plane tickets to Oberhausen,
you’ll have to wait until the
KROQ LA Invasion tour in
2008.
The Foo Fighter's latest
single, “The Pretender,” rings
familiar to fans of “All My
Life,” their earlier single from
the “One By One” album in
2002. Despite the band’s popularity, neither song spares
the lyrical quality fans have
come to expect. For example,
the song “Come Alive” shows
off lead singer Dave Grohl’s
singing ability with a soft introduction that escalates to
the distinct yelling and power
rock all Foo Fighter fans have
appreciated since the band's
self-titled debut.
“Echoes” rings familiar
with the band's 20-track double album “In Your Honor,”
the third track on “Echoes”
(“Erase/Replace”)
reflecting the first CD’s style and
“Stranger Things Have Happened” emulating tracks
from the second.
“Ballad of the Beaconsfield
Miners” is a delightful bit of
acoustic noodling that pro-

vides a funny segue to the
last three tender songs on the
album.
For a sixth album, the Foo
Fighters have conquered two

difficult tasks: making it successful and not abandoning
their roots set firmly in 1990s
rock while gradually adapting their punk undertones.

Faculty art exhibit: Foo Fighters still have some fight left
Pots and pears

Photo by Ellen Koch

Ceramics professor Susan Nace's series of clay vessels joins other
faculty artwork on display in the Metcalf Galleria.

By Lindsey Buchanan
Contributor
Walking into a room filled
with works created by present and future professors is a
delightfully intimidating opportunity.
“Depth of Field,” the art
faculty exhibition, opened
October 1 continues its showing in the Modelle Metcalf
Visual Arts Center until the
second of November.
Upon first entering the faculty exhibition, you won’t be
blown away by heavy-handed or preachy work, as one
might fear would be the case
at a Christian college.
Instead, the themes gently
draw you in, from the playful “Bounce Back,” a colorful
enamel work by Kathy Hermann, to the haunting black
and white photography of
Shaun Casbarro.
The work of every professor
bears a signature flavor. Ceramics professor Susan Nace
displayed a graceful series
of three coil-built vessels finished at the top with a delicate
ruffle that’s difficult to imagine as clay. The vessels were
finished with the 'Terra sig'
process, a unique procedure
that finishes a surface with
burning instead of a glaze.
On the other end of the
spectrum, Bruce Campbell
presented a large and whimsical combination of painting
and sculpture with his “Bosc
Pears,” a large and shapely

A&E

painting of pears surrounded
by wooden poles with black
and white stripes. I’m not
sure what its purpose is, but
it's quite amusing.
In my favorite exhibit,
“Shortcut
Through
the
Woods,” Jonathan Bouw poignantly portrays the fresh
quiet of winter woods. A trio
of scratchboard and ink pieces made me want to move
close and study the minute
details.
Yet the familiar theme of one
of Bouw’s works, “The Marriage Spirit,” a single bloom
atop two intertwining stems,
made me sigh affectionately
and say, “Oh, Taylor.”
Larry
Blakely's
paintings testify to the power of
the thought behind a work.
Blakely, must have one of the
warmest hearts at Taylor. His
“Hope Series No. 1-5,” follows a father and son through
five separate paintings.
In the first two, the man
and son walk out into the
snow carrying a shovel and
dig a hole. In the third, the
little boy reverently places a
blue jay into the fresh grave.
In the next picture, the father
and son pause for a minute
in reverie before turning in
the last painting to walk back
hand-in-hand.
I know you all are busy, but
come peruse the faculty art
exhibition before it’s gone.
It’s a great chance to see a little bit of who professors are
and what they like to do.

Since 1995, David Grohl,
lead singer of the Foo Fighters, has justified coming
out from behind Nirvana’s
drums with each album he
puts out.
The band’s newest album,
“Echoes, Silence, Patience
& Grace,” delivers what the
band does best: foot-thumping rock songs punctuated by
singable acoustic tracks.
In an interview on Virgin
Radio, Grohl, a 38 year-old
family man, says he does not
plan to stop touring any time.
“After ten years of (touring) you start to crave stability or something that makes
you feel like a human being
rather than just a wanderer,”
he said. “It’s the balance between (family and career)
and as long as the two of
them are perfectly balanced
it could last forever.”
The band is currently playing in Western Europe with
the Live Earth tour at venues
in Germany, England and
Wales. If you can’t scrape

Photo courtesy of foofighters.com

“Echos, Silence, Patience & Grace” is the Foo Fighters' sixth studio
album. It peaked at No. 3 on the Billboard Album charts.
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The merits of scrounging
Finding a little heaven outside of retail hell

By Sam Edgin
Columnist
I hate the mall.
As I slide underneath the
sensors for the automatic
glass doors, I find myself assaulted by sheer absurdity.
Mall shopping is a huge, artificial sensory overload.
The crowds are noisy, the
decorations some kind of
rainbow gaudy, the music
deafening and the advertisements ridiculous, overly
sexual, or both.
Fighting the urge to curl
up in a corner and cover
my ears, I turn into a shop
and casually turn over some
price tags. More than $80
for a pair of jeans? $50 for a
shirt? Nausea creeps up on
me, and I decide it would be
best to leave.
Can anyone really say these
gigantic monuments to outrageous American material-

ism and the acres of parking
lots which surround them
lend our society any beauty
whatsoever?
I much prefer exploring the
cluttered rows of thrift stores
and flea markets. I love walking up to an old wooden table and a yard sale and finding something unusual, like
a cane that unscrews into a
sword; or walking another
block and finding an old collection of records in a crate
(Dylan on vinyl, anyone?).
Perhaps you think I am insane. Wherein lies the beauty in old, dirty thrift stores?
How can a pile of junk lying
on someone’s lawn compare
to the experience that is the
American mall?
Truthfully, they don’t really compare. Stores in malls,
like Hollister and American
Eagle, are new – they’re pop
culture: cookie-cutter pristine with a dash of wannabe
authentic.
You shop there because
you want a particular style
of clothing, you know what
you are going to find and
you don’t particularly care
if you’re just jumping on the

bandwagon. The mall is one
type of culture. Shopping
secondhand is something
completely different.
For one thing, secondhand
shopping offers community.
The majority of secondhand
stores are locally owned. You
push open the front door and
a bell dings overhead.
To your right sits is a graying woman with a cheery
face and soft hands folding
clothes from a cardboard
box. She says hello and asks
how you are doing – and it’s
sincere.
To your left stands a sign explaining that store proceeds
go to a shelter. And everyone
in the store is just hanging
out, browsing through the
shelves and turning items
over, inspecting them and
showing them to others.
The smell of the place
creeps into your nostrils. It
isn’t necessarily assaulting,
but it is unique. Each store
has its own smell.
The enchanting, intellectual smell of leather and paper in a used book store is
different from the jumbled
old furniture and ceramics

smell of a flea market. The
fresh-outdoors-mixed-withopen-garage smell of a yard
sale is different from the justwashed old clothes smell one
finds in a thrift store.
You walk over and start
shuffling through the rows of
clothes. You find an XL shirt
with a cartoon surfer riding
a double overhead cartoon
wave. Happy-go-lucky script
above the picture reads,
“Andrews Family Reunion
’92, One SWELL time.” That
brings a chuckle.
Further down the rack, you
find a shirt with an American flag that says, “Kids for
America.” You pick it up,
thinking how funny it would
be to scribble “have” in front
of the slogan.
Upon leaving the store you
have two shirts, one coffee
mug and a Peter, Paul and
Mary vinyl record, all for under $7. You are reusing, encouraging community, having an awesome experience
and taking on “The Man”
with one fell swoop of that
$7 on the counter.
If only world peace were
that easy and fun.

Finding hope in the loneliest illness

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
I didn’t know what had hit
me, but I knew I was in serious trouble.
It was the beginning of my
second semester at Taylor,
and I was sick again. Day
after day, I struggled to find
the will to get out of bed
and go to class. I felt at times
overwhelmed, apathetic, depressed and even terrified.
More than anything, I felt
an enormous sense of hopelessness that would not go
away.

I didn’t know it then, but
I was suffering from clinical
depression and anxiety.
The symptoms I was experiencing came from a chemical imbalance in my brain.
My illness was triggered
by a series of events that
had happened the previous
month. I had been hospitalized with a virus and had to
drop out of J-term, only to return home for the funeral of
my grandmother.
It was, as Lemony Snicket
might say, a series of unfortunate events.
At my lowest point in
spring 2005, I was struggling
just to get through each day.
I didn’t see any way that my
situation would improve.
Were it not for a small group
of people and my faith in
God, I probably would have

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Why invite Bayh?
It was with a mixture of
disappointment and curiosity that I began to read
“Bayh to speak at graduation.” Admittedly, I am not
a supporter of Mr. Bayh,
hence the disappointment.
However, I was curious
to discover the reasons for
extending this invitation,
which I expected to include
descriptions of Mr. Bayh’s
commitment to the Gospel,
his life of faith, how he has
taken his faith into the political arena and how he would
be able to share that with the
Class of 2008.
I read nothing of the sort
and was left with the impression that those factors
do not exist. The reasons
for the choice of Mr. Bayh
are simply that he is a supporter of higher education,
that he has achieved significantly in the political realm
and that the administration
is “launching a new strategy that focuses on bringing
guest speakers, artists and
scholars to campus.”
Graduation is a time of celebrating academic achievement and personal growth.
Commencement speakers
and presenters should not
only congratulate students
for their academic persever-

Opinions

ance and achievement, but
reflect on the faith journey
thus far and strive to encourage the graduates to
continue to live for the Lord
Jesus Christ.
It presents a final opportunity for Taylor to articulate
its vision for its graduates
and give them examples of
how to live out that vision in
whatever work they do.
Guest speakers who can
articulate varying perspectives on issues should be invited to campus. These visits are best suited to forums
which provide students opportunities to ask questions
and to engage in dialogue.
Commencement is not a
time for debate but a time
for sending graduates out
from the Taylor community
with a mandate to live for
Christ.
- Chris Lay, TU volunteer

Thank you, TU family
Thank you so very much
for all of your encouragement and prayers as Mary
Harrold and I begin our interim positions in the bookstore.
We have felt the support
of being part of this family,
and it means more than we
can say.
- Pamela Pegg, TU staff

tried to commit suicide.
Fortunately, God had other
plans for me. I started taking medication, made visits
to the counseling center and
learned how to cope with my
illness. In short, I got my life
back.

More than
anything, I felt
an enormous
sense of
hopelessness .

Why am I telling you all
this? Because depression is
one of the most misunderstood and ignored illnesses
in the United States. While
research has linked it to noncontrollable causes, a majority of Americans believe depression is a sign of personal
weakness.
Perhaps that explains this
astonishing fact: Although
30 percent of women will experience depression, 41 percent of those women are too
embarrassed to get help for
their condition.
And men are so unlikely
to receive treatment that it is
difficult to know how many
of them suffer from depression. That’s a shame, because
they’re in good company:
Abraham Lincoln and Winston Churchill famously dealt
with depression throughout
their lives.
The cost of facing depression alone can be much higher than some sad feelings and
crying spells. The intense
pain of depression causes
many to commit suicide – it
is the leading cause of death
in the 18 to 34 age group.
But hope does exist: If depression sufferers get help,
they are likely to recover and
lead a normal life once again.
Common forms of treatment
include medication, counseling, changes in activities,
coping mechanisms and re-

lying on a support group.
As a Christian, my struggle
also contained a spiritual dimension: At first, I kept asking God which of my sins
were resulting in this punishment.
But though I certainly have
sinned, my lack of immediate healing did not stem from
some lack of faith – a dangerous lie I have often heard in
Christian circles.
I’ve wanted to write this article for a long time, but I was
afraid printing something so
personal would only make
me feel embarrassed and
ashamed. Then I realized this
very feeling is the problem
that society has created.
No one should be ashamed
of suffering from depression
any more than they should
be ashamed of having diabetes or asthma.
Yet due to the level of
misinformation, they often
believe someone who has
such a condition is simply
“messed up.” I don’t accept
that for a minute.
God allows bad things to
happen so we may become
more like Christ. Even this
small amount of suffering
has made me a stronger person.
If you are experiencing this
trial, know this: You are not
alone. Maybe after reading
this, you will gain the courage to seek out the help you
deserve.
And to anyone who has a
friend suffering from depression (which is many of you,
even if you don’t know it),
try to understand the condition rather than assuming
you cannot help.
After all, the greatest source
of hope in life is to know you
are not alone.
Note: Statistics in this article
are from surveys conducted by
the National Mental Health Association, the National Institute
of Mental Health, the Agency
for Health Care Research and
Quality and the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to the editor to echo@taylor.edu by 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words.
Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that
we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the right to edit submissions for
length and content.

Photo courtesy of apple.com.

iPhone: iLlogical?

By Steve Etheridge
Columnist
The iPhone, this century’s
answer to the Swiss Army
knife, is the self-proclaimed
answer to everything, for everyone.
Imagine this: Your buddy
Dale calls you up to tell you
about a hilarious “Seinfeld”
clip he found on YouTube.
You hang up the phone, but
instead of getting up from the
couch to watch the video on
your computer, you watch it
on your sexy, revolutionary
telephone. That’s the iPhone
for you. Isn’t it incredible?
No, it’s not incredible. It’s
a party trick. The iPhone is
nothing but an ego inflator
that can play “Mmmbop” on
repeat. If it were any more
over-hyped, it would be
Lindsay Lohan.
Suckers everywhere are
dropping $400 for these
things, while elsewhere,
people can’t afford one meal
a day.
Can you imagine a conversation between the U.S. and
the Third World?
U.S.: Hey, Third World!
What have you been up to
these days?
Third World: Oh, not
much. Scrounging, applying
for vaccines, swatting mosquitoes, etc. And you?
U.S.: The same, more or
less. I just got this sweet new
iPhone for 400 bucks. I was
getting sick of having to carry my cell in my left pocket
and my iPod in the right. It

was a real hassle.
Also, we had this contest a
while back in New York City,
where people ate as many hot
dogs as they could in twelve
minutes. One guy ate 66.
Third World: I don’t feel so
good …
I feel you, Third World. I
don’t care how much you surf
the Web, talk on the phone or
listen to music; the iPhone is
so excessive and needless, it
should make us all feel a bit
shameful.
Now, pardon the preaching
and let me geek out for a moment. Apparently the iPhone
isn’t the stud it’s made out
to be. If you’re using Wi-Fi,
the phone supposedly holds
a charge like an infant holds
its liquid.
Also, purchasing an iPhone
requires an automatic twoyear marriage to AT&T, and
infidelity is impossible unless you’re a 17-year-old hyper-gamer (see recent news).
So don’t buy one. If by
chance you slipped up and
already purchased one, here’s
my advice to you: Continue
to use your iPhone so that
you don’t waste it.
You’ll look like a total jerk
by doing so; therefore, I suggest you give it a disguise.
The iPhone is sleek enough
that it can fit into your Grandpa’s old flask, so there’s an
option. Be creative.
Owning an iPhone is on
par with announcing your
bid for the presidency on
“Late Show with David Letterman” – it’s all a show. It’s
worthless unless people pay
attention to it.
We, as young men and
women, can stop this trend
if we just turn away from it.
Just kidding ... Apple is unstoppable.
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Volleyball takes conference lead

Lady Trojans shut out Indiana Wesleyan in front of record-breaking crowd
By Emily Moore
Contributor
The women’s volleyball
team defeated rival Indiana
Wesleyan University in three
straight games as a recordbreaking number of fans
looked on.
The first game featured a
strong performance from
freshman Jackie Geile, who
recorded three aces and five
kills, leading the Lady Trojans (23-4, 5-1) to their 30-26
win.
Fan attendance numbered
706, placing Taylor University fifth in this year’s
American Volleyball Coaches Association NAIA HalfGrand Fan Club, which lists
fan attendance at volleyball
matches that record over 500
fans.
Junior Jenny Peterson
achieved an individual milestone, putting down her
1,000th kill as part of her 10
for the game.
IWU (18-5, 4-1) took a 2-6
lead at the beginning of the
second game, but Taylor’s
offense stepped up and
gained a 18-9 lead over the
Wildcats.
IWU attempted to regain
its position on top, but senior co-captain Emilie York,
junior Jenny Peterson and
Geile led the team to its second win (30-28) with a combined 16 kills.
The team fed off the energy from the large crowd
and gained a 25-10 lead in
the third game with strong
blocks from the defense. But,
IWU refused to surrender
the win, managing to gain
10 more points. Taylor freshman Rachel Kizer finally
sealed the match with a final
kill to give the Lady Trojans a

decisive 30-20 victory.
In addition to the conference win, the team also swept
Mid-Central
Conference
honors: Junior Lindsey Bayle
won libero of the week, Geile
won player of the week, and
senior co-captain Maggie
Henss was named setter of
the week.
Head coach Brittany Smith
felt confident going into the
game. “We had seen them
play a few times earlier in
the season, and they had
several returning starters, so
we knew what they were capable of,” she said.
“Defense played awesome,
we made a lot of adjustments
in our line up as [IWU]
changed their game,” said
York.
Keeping the energy and
intensity up throughout the
game and playing consistently were two of the major factors in the Trojan’s victory.
Even though the team has
suffered a couple of injuries
during the season, York said
the depth of the team has
covered the team sufficiently
to keep them at their playing
edge.
In addition to the on-court
action, fans enjoyed tri-cycle
races, free water bottles and
t-shirts and a raffle drawing
for TU apparel.
“The
intensity
stayed
strong throughout the entire
match. [The team] really fed
off of the crowd… and we
hope that the students continue to show up for matches
like this,” said Smith.
The Lady Trojans’ victory
extends their home winning
streak to 22 games and puts
them atop the MCC standings.
Taylor faces two top-25 opponents as the team travels

Trojan Sports
(Home games in bold)

Cross Country
(Men)
IWU Invit., 2nd of 6
(Women)
IWU Invit., 4th of 6

Upcoming meets:
11 a.m. Sat. at WisconsinParkside Invit. (Wis.)

Football
(2-4, 0-2)

L, 14-33 Malone*
Upcoming games:
12 p.m. Sat. at St. Francis*

Soccer

(Men, 9-3-2, 3-1-1)

W, 2-0 Grace*
W, 2-0 Huntington*
Upcoming games:
7 p.m. Sat. at IWU*
3:30 p.m. vs. Marian*

(Women, 3-9, 1-5)

L, 0-2 Asbury
L, 1-2 Grace*
Upcoming games:
4 p.m. Sat. vs. Huntington*
4 p.m. Wed. at St. Francis*

Tennis

(Men, 12-1, 7-0)
(Women, 8-5, 4-4)

L, 1-8 Ohio Dominican
Upcoming matches:
Fri. and Sat. at MCC Tourn.

Volleyball
(23-4, 5-1)

Taylor Invitational
W, 3-0 Purdue N. Central
W, 3-2 Ohio Dominican
W, 3-0 IWU*
Upcoming matches:
Fri. and Sat. at
Mt. Vernon Tourn.
7 p.m. Wed. at Grace*
Photo by Timmy Huynh

Junior Jenny Peterson rises for one of her 10 kills against Indiana Wesleyan on Wednesday night.
Peterson achieved a personal milestone by hitting her 1,000th kill in the Lady Trojans’ victory.

* denotes MCC match

helping senior goalkeeper
Benj Petroelje record his fifth
and sixth shutout games this
season.
Petroelje had eight saves
against Grace (3-9, 0-6) and
seven against Huntington
(6-7, 0-5), reinforcing his
recognition two weeks ago
as MCC and NAIA Region
VIII defensive player of the
week.
Offensively, the Trojans
were glad to get the win, but
saw room for improvement.

The men also refuse to let
the upcoming IWU game
change their normal game
preparation strategy.
“(We want) to keep our
heads about us and do what
we have been doing all year
long – working hard and
playing a very physical style
of possession soccer,” Head
Coach Gary Ross said.
The Taylor-IWU game is at
7 p.m. Saturday at IWU.

Men's soccer wins two in conference play
By Krista DeBoy
Contributor
The men’s soccer team posted two shut-out victories in
its Mid-Central Conference
games this week, defeating
both Grace and Huntington
2-0.
Only four games separate
the Trojans (9-3-2, 3-1-1)
from the MCC tournament at
the end of October.
Taylor’s defense kept the
ball away from its own net,
Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Michael Zaino moves the ball down the field Saturday
against Grace College. The Trojans won 2-0.

NFL Preview
By Jake Bragg
Contributor
Texans (3-2) @ Jags (3-1)
The winner of this game
holds second place in the
AFC South and sits in prime
position to gain a wild card
playoff berth. I don’t think
the Texans are good enough
yet to win on the road.
Jaguars 22, Texans 17
Redskins (3-1) @ Packers
(4-1)
The Packers must recover
after a disappointing fourth
quarter collapse against the
Chicago Bears last week,
and they face an underrated Redskins defense this
week.
Look for crafty veteran
quarterback Brett Favre to
out-duel youngster Jason
Campbell, but look for the
Washington run game to
pull off the victory.
Redskins 23, Packers 17

Sports

Vikings (1-3) @ Bears (2-3)
The Bears look to be on
the upswing after coming
back to beat then-unbeaten
Green Bay last week. Quarterback Brian Griese looked
more comfortable last week,
and should only grow in
confidence this week.
Bears 24, Vikings 13
Panthers (3-2) @ Cardinals
(3-2)
The Cardinals are undefeated at home this year,
while the Panthers haven’t
lost on the road. The Cardinals lost quarterback
Matt Leinart to a broken
collarbone, but have given
Kurt Warner playing time
already this week. Meanwhile, Carolina’s quarterback situation continues to
get worse, as they now have
to choose between David
Carr and 43-year-old journeyman Vinny Testaverde.
Cardinals 31, Panthers 13

“Right now we haven’t
been playing our best soccer,
but we’ve been getting our
results,” senior midfielder
Nate Miller said.
The Trojans travel Saturday
to face MCC leader and rival
Indiana Wesleyan University.
A win against the Wildcats
could keep the team’s MCC
championship hopes alive.
Nonetheless, the team is
determined to retain its composure and avoid being overconfident.

Head-to-head with Mary Horton
"Any guy is easy to get over, provided

you have enough Ben and Jerry’s and
Matthew McConaughey movies."

Photo by Ellen Koch

Full name: Mary Elizabeth Horton
Nicknames: Mere, Mere Bear, Mur
Class: Freshman
Age: 19
Major: Psychology
Sport: Tennis
Height: 5‘ 7” Birthday: February 1, 1988
Birthplace: Fort Wayne, Ind.
Residence hall: English
Greatest sports accomplishment: In high school, my doubles
partner and I beat Homestead (our biggest rival).
Advice: Any guy is easy to get over, provided you have
enough Ben and Jerry’s (ice cream) and Matthew McConaughey movies.
Favorite movies: The “Bourne” series, “Invincible,” “Under
the Tuscan Sun”
Dumbest thing you‘ve done: My younger sister dared me to
stick my tongue to a metal pole in the dead of winter. After
that, I couldn‘t eat for the next few days.
Favorite food: Mexican and anything at Ivanhoe‘s
Dream vacation: I would like to visit Alaska and Europe.
Pet peeve: Walking in the bathroom without shoes on.
Favorite candy / snack: Anything with chocolate
Most embarassing moment: I was driving to school, and as I
turned into the driveway, I threw up all over my sister.
Favorite TV shows: “Numbers” and “Private Practice”
Favorite Bible passage: Romans 5:1-8.
Hidden talents: I can play golf. In high school, I played soccer and volleyball.
Celebrity crush: Matt Damon
Favorite drink: Grapefruit soda
Editor's note: This section is strictly for
entertainment; it is not an award.

